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ABSTRACT 
 

A full account of legitimate authority needs to disentangle roles of authority and relations of authority, 
either of which are capable of generating the standing to claim authority, while connecting that 
standing to the standards embodied in a Razian service conception. This paper argues that both the 
existence and justification of authority turn upon normative practices of recognition, in which 
recognition of roles of authority and/or recognition in relations of authority generate and carry 
normativity between an authority and her subject(s). Recognition operates as a cog around which 
authority’s normativity and sociality are generated and transmitted, either inter-personally or 
institutionally. While authority as a normative power remains content–independent, recognition of the 
role of authority and/or recognition in relations of authority are generally reflexive to the content of 
an authority’s directives. This view enables us to explain how the content-independence of the 
authority power co-exists with the content-reflexivity of both the role and the relationship of authority. 
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